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Extra Castings from our DFC Board...

• Annual Banquet planned for March 10, 2016
• Dave Weaver- Membership Chairman is planning on

another Annual Rod Give-Away...Membership Kick-Off
before banquet - this will be discussed at November club meeting
with follow-up details in DFC Newsletters

See you at the next club meeting!

NOVEMBER DFC CLUB MEETING...

Desert Fly Casters Supports
BARBLESS HOOKS
CATCH & RELEASE

November’s speaker will be Ernie Gulley giving us ideas on the Stillwater
fly fishing experience and tactics.
Join in with the rest of the DFC Trout Bums, on
Wednesday, • November 11, 2015.
Come meet-up with us Trout Bums...6:00 Dinner... 7:00 Club Meeting,
followed by your monthly program along with fun and raffle prizes!

Adventures begin with close friends, a trunk full of fishing gear, and laughter.
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Phoenix Project Healing Waters Fly Fishing
...notes and follow-up from DFC Trout Bum, J.C. Roberson
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On Tuesday Sept. 29, 2015
ten veterans and six volunteers from the Phoenix Project Healing Waters, Fly Fishing headed up to the White
Mountains for three days of
fishing.
The ten veterans would spend
two days at the X Diamond
Ranch near Greer, Az. and
fish for Rainbow trout on
the ponds at the X Diamond
Ranch and the Lazy Trout
Cabins. With the help of the
six volunteers and Cinda
Howard, a professional fly
fishing guide, the veterans
improved their fly fishing skills. After a couple hours on the ponds all of the veterans had
improved their casting skills and had all caught and released some nice rainbow trout.
On Thursday morning, Oct. 1st, the veterans and volunteers all got up at 3:00 am to have
a quick breakfast and load up all the cars for the drive to the Silver Creek Hatchery. The
Arizona Game and Fish Department partnered with PHW-FF for the eighth year to host
a event that offered fishing opportunities to wounded and disabled veterans from Phoenix and
Show Low. The veterans had a
great time catching & releasing
lots of trout.
Project Healing Waters Fly Fishing, is dedicated to the physical
and emotional rehabilitation of
disabled active military service
personnel and disabled veterans
through fly fishing and associated activities including education Additional information and comments catch- J.C. Roberson at:
and outings.
jcroberson27@gmail.com -or- 480-540-1428
M a r k yo ur
c ale ndars f i r o ur
Annual DFC Banque t
We dne sday,
Fe br uar y 10, 2016
Se e ya!

A Hobby.
The idea of a hobby is at least interesting
to all men, to have some diversion to fill
your leisure hours and to look forward
to, to dream over on dismal winter days,
and to divert your mind when cares annoy. What hobby can be more interesting, more captivating, more satisfying
than the hobby of fly-casting. There are a
hundred and one features to it—you can
tie your own flies, make your own rods,
mend, fix, adjust, always some delightful
things to " tinker " over or with, arranging
your flies and all that, and then the "art"
itself. Nothing can be more enjoyable
than to wade a stream, to feel the rush
of water about you, the constant excitement, the forgetting of all other affairs,
the outdoor life, the health and appetite,
the meeting with other anglers and the
telling over of the day's sport. Here is a
fascination that will last you all your life,
and be a delight to you in extreme old
age. Let me warn you, my reader, if you
are not a lover of Nature and out-door
life you are missing one of the greatest
blessings this world affords.
Speckled Brook Trout
Louis Rhead

Published- 1902

FLY TYING CORNER

Summer is over – well almost. The monthly fly tying took a hiatus last June while I was out of state. Well I still am – out of state.
It looks like tying sessions won’t get started until January. A couple patterns to tide you over for November

If you have questions you can contact me by email (harrn7963@aol.com) or phone 480-735-9743
NOVEMBER FLIES

Crazy Charlie

Hook: 34007 or 3407; sizes 1, 2, 4, 6, 8.
Thread: White Monocord 3/0, or color to match body.
Eyes: 1/8" silver bead chain.
Tail: Ten or twelve strands silver tinsel.
Body: 15-lb. Mason or other clear mono over flat silver tinsel (underbody later changed to silver or pearl Flashabou).
Wing: Two long white saddle hackles, convex sides facing
to splay tips.

1)- Position the eyes on the shank 3/16" to 1/4" behind the rear of the hook eye, to allow enough
room to tie in the wing and finish the head. Secure the bead-chain eyes to the hook by wrapping
in a figure-eight path around the eyes and shank. Then wrap a "donut" in a horizontal plane
underneath the bead-chain eyes, binding all wraps tight. Super Glue.
2)-Behind the eyes, attach six or eight silver tinsel or pearlescent Flashabou fibers on top of the
shank as an underbody, extending them one half-shank length beyond the bend to form the tail.
3)-Tie in 15-lb. Mason mono (or other clear bodywrap such as V-Rib, Larva Lace, or Swannundaze)
along the bottom of the shank, and overwind with silver tinsel or pearlscent Flashabout (or
pearlescent Mylar tinsel).
4)-Wind the mono or body material forward to the eyes to form the body.
5)-Inverting the fly, tie in two long white saddle hackles, convex sides facing each other to splay
the tops. Invert again and build up the head with thread. Whip-finish

Chocolate Foam Wing Emerger
Hook: 1X nymph 18-22
Thread: 6/0 brown
Body: Brown Thread
Rib: None
Thorax: Brown Dubbing
Wing: White Foam

1)- Cut narrow foam strips from cap liner of commercial
water bottle or closed cell foam sheet.
2)-Wrap thread back through curve of hook and then wrap
back up hook to form lightly tapered body.
3)-Tie in foam strip – Keep it back enough from head to
allow dubbing to cover any exposed foam.
4)-Pinch dub on a collar and whip finish.
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FISHING COLORADO WITH DUANE REDFORD
It wasn’t several minutes later and Duane was
running upstream as Charlie had a BIG fish on.
Charlie fought this fish for several minutes
before he had it coming to Duane’s net.

Earlier this year we had a chance to hear Duane Redford
speak at a DFC meeting about sight nymphing. Duane is

a guide and author that guides out of Denver Colorado. After hearing his presentation I said to myself I have to go fish
with this guy. Well Charlie Rosser and I headed to Denver and
spent 2 days fishing with Duane. On this trip we were fishing
for Rainbows and Browns on two famous rivers in Colorado.
The first day we fished private water on the North Fork of the
South Platte and the second day private water on the Eagle
River. This was an experience that I will relish the rest of my
life.
When we arrived at the North Fork of the South Platte we
started walking down stream. We passed lots of skinny water
with several deep pools that were holding fish. To our surprise
Duane passed these pools up. We worked our way about a
mile downstream before Duane finally stopped and we started
fishing. I was fishing some skinny water that went into a deep
pool with Charlie upstream in a pool of his own. Duane was
showing us the water and the seams where we should be fishing. Within several minutes I was hooked up with a BIG fish.
After several minutes, it seemed like an hour, the fish was in
Duane’s net. As I was getting my camera ready and Duane was
getting the fish out of the net the fish slipped out of Duane’s
hand and went back home. What a beautiful 25 inch rainbow
he was. Oh well, we going to release him anyway. It wasn’t several minutes later and Duane was running upstream as Charlie
had a BIG fish on. Charlie fought this fish for several minutes
before he had it coming to Duane’s net. The fish made a run
at a rock and broke Charlie off. Oh well, were going to release
him anyway. Two BIG fish with-in minutes, can’t get any better than that. It wasn’t long and Charlie had another BIG fish
on. This one was netted and I went upstream to get a picture.
A nice 25 inch rainbow it was. As we moved upstream we
both hooked up with several smaller fish, oh I say smaller, they
were 16 to 20 inch fat rainbows. These fish were strong and
made our 5 wt rods bend in half. What a morning it was. After lunch we fished the pools we passed up in the morning. I
hooked up on lots of 16 to 18 inch Rainbows while Charlie was
catching BIG fish. He hooked 4 more monsters landing 2 of

them. One of the fish Charlie lost was a BIG 27 inch colorful
rainbow that took a strong run and straightened the hook out
on one of Duane’s #22 Chocolate Thunder flies. What a day of
fishing this was. We are both now members of the 20/20 club.
That is a 20 inch fish on a # 20 hook. Charlie and I both agree
this was one of the best days we both have had.
The second day Duane picked us up and off to the Eagle
River it was. This is a freestone river that flows for 60 miles
past Vail and connects to the Colorado River. Flow rates can
vary from 200cfs to 7000cfs depending on time of year and
snow melt. Today the flows were around 500cfs. The fishing
was good, but technical. Charlie and I both hooked up on
nice fish with-in the first several minutes. Me, a nice brown
that I let do a quick release on before it got to Duane’s net and
then a nice 18 inch rainbow that we netted. This stretch of the
Eagle River is really rocky. If you ever fish it I recommend
wading boots with studs and a good wading staff. After lunch
we moved upstream and caught lots of 16 to 18 rainbows. Another great day of fishing with Duane Redford. Next year the
National Fly Fishing Competition will be held in this stretch of
the Eagle River that we fished. What an experience this was,
it was two great days of fishing with Duane Redford. We both
can’t wait till next year.
In his book "Fly Fisher’s Playbook,” Duane takes you through
his game plan of dissecting the river into grids and methodically working up stream to target each fish in the grid. On
this trip we were fishing for rainbows trout in 2 feet of water
that dropped into big pools. We were fishing the seams in the
river. He taught us the techniques that he talks about in his
book which are vital in order to catch these fish. When you
fish with Duane he will work with you to elevate your game.
As he says in his book, he wants to take a 3 tool player and
make him a 4 or 5 tool player. Overall Dwayne is an excellent
guide, teacher and coach. Charlie and I had a wonderful time,
caught lots of fish, elevated our game and I believe we made a
friend with Duane Redford.

Doug Bobb & Charlie Rosser
Questions?? Catch Charlie at: chasr123@cox.net
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Tournament Fly Casting

Notes from DFC Trout Bum, Larry Allen

Here are some pics from the Northwestern Regional Tournament
held at the Golden Gate Casting Club built in 1907. I won 3rd in
the Grand All Around in both tournaments. The photos herein are
of the Long Beach Casting Club built in 1925. I have one pic on the
awards platform where I won Gold in a fly accuracy game called
Wet Fly. Hard to imagine 107 years of holding this national tournament. The tournament alternates from East coast to West coast
each year. I notice that since all tournament casting is done outdoors in whatever conditions, it really helps with fishing. The highlight is 12 year old Maxine McCormick (pix below left side) who casts
A level and all in the high 90's. She will be the next Joan Wulff.
Larry Allen

Interested in participating in some local casting tournament fun? Contact Larry Allen, certified FFF casting instructor,
and get in on his monthly gatherings. Questions?? and/or additional info catch Larry at: flatsman@cox.net

CARPN’
Desert Fly Casters

by
Vince
Deadmond
Vince Deadmond,
"The Fly Fishing
Hardware Guy", is
co-owner of Best
Hardware in Apache
Junction, AZ. He
is an enthusiastic,
caffeniated, fly
fisher in search of a
really good cookie.
His fly fishing stories
are published on
the web, in local
newspapers and
magazines. His
stories tangle family, friends, and fly
lines.

Carp are the Rodney Dangerfield of the fish world, they get no respect, and have endured a long period of negative public perception. Carp have been thought of as trash
fish, and get blamed for problems with our fisheries. They are not the most attractive fish,
but they do possess an above average intelligence. I don’t know if folks in Europe are more
enlightened, or they fished out the other fish, but they actively fish for them. Carp fishing
in Europe is a high dollar sport where you stay at the Carp Chateaux Lodge and pay to fish
private water stocked with monster mutant Carp.
Carp fly fishing has received more recognition and has made the cover of several prominent fly fishing publications. There are Carp guides, and Carp fly fishing vacations, Carp
web sites, and blogs devoted to this fish. I have my own history with the Bugle Mouth
Bass. As a little guy my dad and I went to a carp pond early in my fishing career, I had the
experience of having a Carp blow up my Zebco 202 reel. Yes, they are a strong fish capable
of tearing up your tackle.
Some of you have never Carp fished, some have tried it, and had little to no success. Carp
are not easy fish to catch. You need to observe them, watch what they eat, and make a
skilled presentation to get them to eat your fly. Saying that they are just Carp and not
worth the effort puts you in that pipe smoking, tweed capped, patch elbow jacket, fly fishing elitist group. You need to up your skill level and go fish for them. Just look at all of
those canals close to home. You probably could even slip in 30 minutes of fly fishing on
your lunch break.
Desert Flycasters have had Carp programs, and we have several members who actively
fish for them. I think it is time for a Carp fly fishing event. December is a hard time of
the year for a fly fishing outing. Fish are in slow motion, but we as fly fishers want some
place to wet a line. I am thinking the catching may not be great, but the camaraderie will
be a good time. In addition, when the water warms those places we fish in December will
get better. We can meet for breakfast at the Waffle House, pick teams, and places to fish.
Plan to fishing your favorite canal, or city park pond, (if you don’t have a spot, you will
after this event), we’ll keep this outing close to home. After a few hours of fishing we can
regroup, at the Dirty Drummer for sharing pictures, telling fish stories, and trying to determine who caught the biggest Carp. The Adhoc Carp Committee will be planning this
December event.
Vince Deadmond “The Fly Fishing Hardware Guy” can be reached at 237 N Apache Trail
Apache Junction, AZ vince@ajbest.com and at 480 982 7461.
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The Iron Blue Dun
Article by A.G. Shimmel
June issue of:
Pennsylvania Angler- 1953

Few if any anglers will dispute the fact that blue-gray is among the most useful, if not
the most useful color used in the construction of flies for trout. This is particularly true
in our hard fished eastern waters.
The physicist tells us gray is composed of equal parts of the primary colors and has
the power to absorb and subdue other colors and thus bring them into harmony. It is
common in nature being found in the under fur of many animals, the flight feathers of
many birds and the coloration of many aquatic insects. The rarest occurrence is where
the angler craftsman needs it most, in the hackle feathers of the gamecock. Natural
blue gray capes are rare and are treasured accordingly. They are a necessity if we wish
natural color in our imitations. Is it any wonder they are expensive?
Among the gray wet flies that have produced season after season, one of the oldest
and best is the Iron Blue Dun. There are three patterns and a variety of sizes, all of
them useful. The oldest pattern served as a lure in the Irish lakes in the time of Izaak
Walton and won a place of affection beside the amber thirst-quencher and the shillelagh in the hearts of the anglers of Erin (archaic or poetic/literary name for Ireland).
The Irish Iron Blue Dun was a wet fly having wings of darkest coot, body of dark gray moles fur spun on yellow tying silk and ribbed
with fine silver wire. The tail was three or four scarlet fibers of silver pheasant crest, the hackle of softest blue dun to match the
wings and body in color.
The pattern in England had a hackle and tail of rusty-red, the mole's fur body spun on red tying silk and a wing of black bird or
darkest starling.
The American version has a mole's fur body, a woodcock wing, a dark blue dun hackle and tail. The tail is tied extra long. At times
we rib it with silver wire to increase its visibility in dark or discolored water. Generally we like the solid gray pattern.
Many fly hatches have this blue gray coloration and for this reason the Iron Blue is a most effective pattern throughout the season.
This is particularly true on limestone streams where brown trout have been established. A long fine leader and a number eighteen
Iron Blue will often take a regular riser that has refused a dry fly. Some patterns are more effective at certain times during the season. When a hatch of Quill Gordon or Hendrickson are on and an occasional trout refuses them a switch to an Iron Blue as a second
fly is sometimes effective. As an all around wet when the gray hatches are on the Iron Blue has the nod.
Its lack of popularity with anglers is hard to understand. One can only surmise that its mouse gray color is much more attractive
to fish than fishermen.
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Desert Fly Caster’s Conservation Update:

Arizona’s Gila Gold!!!

Desert Fly Casters Help with GILA TROUT STOCKINGS in OCTOBER 2015
Gila Trout Stockings on the West Fork Oak Creek near Sedona and Dude Creek near Payson just happened on two
consecutive days in late October. Gentry S, Ric F, and
Joe M from Desert Fly Casters participated together with
many other volunteers age 15 to 70+ from AFC, PFC, NAFC
(Flagstaff ), 3 TU chapters, the Arizona Game and Fish department, the US Fish & Wildlife Service, the US National Forest Service, and a number of other organizations all
organized by Mike Anderson of AZGFD. 1000 fingerling
fish were stocked into each stream, all by Buckets on Backpacks, with Catch / Release fishing for those in West Fork
Oak Creek already legal since it is considered a recreational
stocking, but we should let them grow for a while. Next
Spring? Go for it! A few of the fish stocked in West Fork
Oak Creek were already in the 6 - 7" size range even though
they are only from this year’s hatch. All fish were from Mora
Hatchery in New Mexico.
Gila Trout in good environments actually do reach very
catchable sizes. For proof, see the article “Frye Creek, AZ,
Striking Gila Gold in the Pinaleno Mountains” just published by DFC’er Gentry Smith in the November / December
2015 issue of Southwest Fly Fishing Magazine. Gentry’s article gives great guidance as to how and when to catch these
beautiful golden Arizona native trout, and is well illustrated
with fish in the 14” range. Big Secret: They get a lot bigger
than that!

And remember, AZGFD now has a Trout Catch Award Program that includes the Gila Trout, as well as the Apache
Trout that can be found in the White Mountains. See the
AZGFD Portal Website for Information.
While the fish stocked in Dude Creek North of Payson
also came from the Mora Hatchery, the stocking there was
not for immediate fishing. Dude Creek is a formal "Species
Recovery" effort, so Dude is closed to any fishing for now.
Dude Creek had been the site of a previous Gila stocking
effort years ago, but with far fewer fish, and those were lost
in the famous Dude Fire, a major fire that is now part of Arizona History. Forest Thinning, & brush pile burning were
actually going on along the stream even as the fish were being carried in. AZGFD and USFS are working for us!
AZGFD hopes to open Dude Creek in about 4 years to
Catch and Release fishing, just as was done on Frye Creek,
as reported in Gentry's great article in Southwest Fly Fishing. There will be repeated stockings in Dude the next 2
- 3 years, with stream surveying of the fish populations to
verify spawning and recruitment, and then it should also be
open to Catch and Release Fishing. But while it’ll always be
a bit of a hike to get to those fish, it will be well worth the
effort.
For more information contact Joe Miller at: jam@prairietriz.com
or Gentry Smith at: design@gentrysmith.com
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Article is from the Fall issue of
Michigan Trout Magazine • 2015
Between guiding and taking friends out, I’ve spent more time on
the oars than fishing over the past few years, which has enabled me
to do a lot of observing. While doing so, I’ve noticed that there are
some common casting and presentation problems that plague everyone from novices to veterans--stuff I haven’t noticed in the past
when focused on putting my own fish in the net.
As they say, presentation, presentation, presentation. And a good
presentation starts with a good cast. Getting a fish to take your fly
is the final step in a chain reaction that starts before your line has
even hit the water. I wanted to share a few common observations, as I
think they’re probably problems most anglers are dealing with when
it comes to making a good presentation, maybe even you.
Most people false cast too much. Try to get your fly where it needs
to be within two or three false casts, tops. One is ideal. If it takes you
more than three casts, and even three sometimes, reposition yourself
so you can make the cast with fewer false casts. Just because you can
cast 90 feet after false casting 18 times doesn’t mean you should. By
excessively false casting and making casts beyond your comfort zone,
you’re either putting fish down or making them more wary. In the
dark, not so much, unless you’re in a boat and sending waves as you
shift your weight with each false cast.
The other issue here is you’re not going to get a drag free drift, or
very long of one, if you’ve got a ton of line out. The more line you
have on the water, the more you’re fighting drag, which leads to my
next observation.
Most people don’t recognize drag.
Everyone can recognize drag when their fly is skating sideways across
the current or when it starts to skate downstream. But it’s critically
important to learn to recognize subtle drag on your fly that is less obvious. The issue here is if you can’t recognize subtle drag. You think
you’re getting a good drift when you’re actually not. This leads to
the trout getting inside your head and you think the fish won’t eat
because you’ve got the wrong fly, the tippet size is wrong, or maybe
that Saturn is aligned with Uranus. Assuming you can perform the
basic fly cast, the first step towards a drag-free drift is how and where
you’re positioned in relation to the fish.
When possible, I get myself and clients as close as possible from the
side of the river that offers the easiest approach, then anywhere from
a rods length upstream or downstream from the fish.
W h e n
you’re casting to a fish even or downstream from your position, it’s
generally easier to get a drag free drift if the end of your fly line is
upstream of the fly. The second step towards a drag free drift is using
a reach cast, which leads to my next observation.
You don’t know what a reach cast is. Well, maybe you do, but three
out of four people in my boat don’t, even guys with lots of experience.
With a good reach cast, you often won’t need to mend. If you do need
to mend, you’ll be amazed at how much easier it is to do when set
up first by a good reach cast. Unless the fish is rising directly downstream, you should always reach cast, even when casting directly upstream as you can use the reach cast to avoid “lining” the fish.

You cast too far upstream or to the rise. If your fly lands where you
saw the rise, you’re actually fishing downstream of the fish’s feeding
window. As a general rule, when dry fly fishing cast at least four or
five feet upstream of the rise. If you need to mend, cast a little further
up so your fly is drifting drag free when it reaches that four or five
foot mark upstream of the fish.On the flip side of that, many people
cast too far upstream so their fly is starting to subtly drag when it
reaches the fish’s feeding window. Only cast as far upstream as absolutely necessary.
Going back to casting to the rise for a second, many anglers cast
straight to the water, usually splatting their line and fly down, spooking fish in the process. It’s usually caused by them pointing the rod
directly at the spot they’re aiming for after stopping the rod on the
forward cast. There needs to be a split second pause after the stop
before you bring your rod tip down. This pause will stop your line up
above the water and let it float down instead of crashing down into it.
Which leads to my next point.
The stop casts the line, not the forward/back stroke. I’m surprised how many people don’t realize this. The forward and back
strokes serve to load the rod and tell the line which way to go. The
stop lets the rod unload, sending your line forward/backward. It’s not
like throwing a baseball, it’s more like throwing a lacrosse ball with
one of those net thingies on a stick they use (what the heck are those
things called, anyway? You can tell I grew up in the Midwest). A good
indicator that your stop isn’t solid enough, or that you’re not accelerating fast enough into it, is that the fly on the end of your nine- foot
leader lands two-feet from the end of your fly line.
You pick up the fly too soon.
This is more of an issue when night fishing, where I see it often, even
by myself, but also during daylight fishing. Picking up the fly over the
top of the fish can put fish down, or worse, when you pick up during
that split second before the fish was trying to eat your fly. Don’t pick
the fly up to recast until it is a few feet downstream of the fish. That’s
easier said than done when it’s pitch black out, but try to listen for
your fly coming off the water’s surface on the pickup, or better yet,
look for the little white spot of water splashing when your fly comes
off the water. Once you’ve done that, you can adjust accordingly on
the next drift.
You splat the water a lot on your backcast. This is very common
amongst anglers of all skill levels. The root cause is simple. On the
backcast, your body tells your hand, which tells the rod, which tells
the line, which tells the leader, which tells the fly to go down at the
water. The fix isn’t just to tell your casting stroke to redirect the fly
more upward. It starts in your back muscles/ posture while backcasting. Most of us bend at the waist sideways during casting, which inherently directs the line downward. The center point between your
shoulder blades is basically moving in an arc as you bend. It’s tough
to articulate, but think of that center point between your shoulder
blades. On the backcast, that center point should move towards your
right shoulder (RH caster) to remove that arc in your torso, which
will follow through to your shoulder and your casting stroke, sending
the line upward.
Thank you:
Joe Barker, Michigan Trout-Editor • www. michigantu.org
Alex Cerveniak, Author/Guide • http://northernmichiganflyfishing.com
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HISTORY OF SPEYCASTING –
ALEXANDER GRANT

If speycasting had a hall of fame, it would surely include many
past and present names that have all made a tremendous contribution to the evolution of this wonderful discipline of fly casting.

Individuals who have helped push the boundaries of casting ability
and performance of rod and line technology to a higher level by sheer
talent and in-depth appreciation of their chosen skill. Although the list
would include some hefty names, there was one man who was the epitome of the above and the godfather of modern-day speycasting.
Ironically, one of the greatest ever exponents of the art of Spey casting was a man few present-day salmon anglers will even have heard of.
Alexander Grant was a native of the Spey valley and through the course
of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century set a standard in Spey
casting, which has only relatively recently been surpassed by modern
day legends like Scott MacKenzie. By combining an unorthodox technical approach to tackle design and unquestionable ability as a caster, in
his lifetime, Grant took the art of Speycasting to an unprecedented level.
Born in 1856 at his family’s croft at Battangorm near Carrbridge in
the Highlands of Scotland, Grant began his illustrious fishing career in
the silvery waters of the River Spey system. As a young boy he was also
exposed to his other great passion in life – playing the fiddle. So much
was his early interest in the acoustic properties of these instruments that
he once refused to attend fiddle lessons from the local school teacher
because he disliked the tone of his tutor’s fiddle. This early appreciation
of tone and vibration was something he used in later life to outstanding
effect in the design of his famous ‘Grant’s Vibration’ range of fly rods.
As well as being a gifted caster, he was also an accomplished fly dresser
and in 1884 started a large-scale fly making business in his hometown of
Carrbridge. This was to prove a challenging way of making a living and
the following year he took up the position of fisherman to Lord Burton
of Glenquoich Forest on the River Garry. In 1887 Grant moved from Carrbridge to Inverness to start up another tackle business and at the back
of the premises, a hairdressing shop. To subsidise his income he also
continued to ghillie for Lord Burton and during the same season became
a member of a very small group of anglers that can lay claim to landing
an Atlantic salmon in excess of 50lbs. Whilst fishing the River Garry in
September at the outlet of Loch Quoich, Grant hooked this creature of
the deep on a Thunder & Lightening. After much heart-pounding runs
and a titanic struggle, the fish finally gave in to the greenheart and his
prize lay at his feet – the salmon weighed 55lbs.
It was at his tackle shop in Baron Taylor’s Lane in Inverness that Grant
began crafting his famous ‘Grant Vibration’ rods. Many anglers believed
that the notable performance of the rods came from the revolutionary
lap joints, which he applied for a patent (Patent No 10,385) on the 28th

of May 1894 and was accepted on 4th of May 1895. Each joining section
of the rod was shaped to a point, and the touching surface planed flat to
allow a close and tight fit. The sections were then overlapped by about
6-8 inches depending on which sections were being bound and strapped
together using linseed-treated leather lace (the leather lace was eventually replaced by insulating tape). This lap joint system allowed the rod to
flex as one unified spring, with none of the dreaded ‘flat spots’ that have
plagued rod builders throughout the course of fly rod making history.
His intention, and indeed his achievement, was to make a rod behave
like a newly cut sapling before it dries out – in other words, to distribute
the load of the fly line evenly throughout the course of the rod. The inspiration for the lap joint is thought to have come not from the front of
his tackle shop, but from the back room where he practised his trade as
a barber. Although there is no documented evidence to suggest this, it
is believed that the concept of the jointing system was conceived whilst
Grant was a making a diagonal cross-section cut through the length of
a customer’s hair.
Another unique feature of the ‘Vibration’ rods were the ‘Drop-Down’
rod rings, which folded as the rod was lifted from the horizontal into the
backcast. As the rod tip neared the vertical, the oscillating rings clasped
against the rod, thus trapping the fly line and preventing any little bellies
of line forming between each ring. Grant argued that as the rod completes the backstroke of the spey or overhead cast, the caster momentarily loses tension with the line as gravity tries to kicks in. With his
folding rings the line was held close to the rod and as the rod was flexed
forward, no valuable energy from the rod spring was wasted straightening any pockets of slack. Bearing in mind that Grant never shot slack line
into his forward delivery, this meant the line was always under tension
resulting in no loss of power on the forward stroke.
The real secret to success of the greenheart rod however, was the rod’s
specific taper, which was worked out acoustically, rod by rod. As a talented musician, Grant also handcrafted his own fiddles and in doing so
began experimenting with the principles of vibration frequencies. The
information he learned was applied with great effect to his rod making
room. He realised that as a natural product, the density of wood varied.
This meant that two rods made to the same length, diameter and specifications different actions. Grant tuned each individual rod section as
such that he could produce a rod that flexed in total unison. This meant
that instead of each section ‘springing’ slower or quicker than the others, the rod’s action was totally married, resulting in a very powerful
through-action.
Like many great inventions, the ‘Grant Vibration’ rod was born out
of necessity. Grant’s home water was his beloved River Ness, which runs
from Loch Ness, through the town of Inverness. The Freeday on the Ness
was open to residents of the town every eighth day of the season and
like all town water, had many anglers of notable casting skills. To cut the
mustard on a river like this, you had to be able to throw a long line, not
only to cover as much of this immense river as possible, but also to cast
farther than fellow anglers. At this Grant excelled.
It was recorded that the rod’s maiden voyage on the Ness, Grant outcast his fellow anglers by at least ten yards. This additional water coverage resulted in several salmon falling to his fly and his reputation as
a caster and an angler grew with each cast. After that day, he became
renowned for taking salmon at extreme distances and would often be
summoned to the river by fellow anglers unable to reach a repeatedly
rising fish. On one occasion, Grant summoned to the ‘General’s Well’
on the town water to cover a fish many of the local worthies had unsuccessfully tried to hook. The salmon was still rising from the same lie as
he arrived at the river and as word of the challenge spread among the
town’s angling fraternity, a healthy crowd of spectators began to gather.
As Grant began lengthening his line, words of both encouragement and
ridicule echoed from the riverbank. With a long length of line hanging
straight on the ‘dangle’, he lifted the rod, switched the angle of the line
and belted out a huge cast, with the 4/0 double iron landing just above
the rising fish. As the fly began to swing, the line jumped tight as the
salmon intercepted the 2” double. The fresh fish was swiftly landed and
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dispatched and stretched the scale to 8lbs. Afterwards the distance from
Grant’s stance to the backwater where he hooked the fish was accurately
measured and recorded as 47 yards.
In 1895 Grant was invited to participate in a local casting competition
organised by the local magistrate and angling author, Mr J.H Corballis.
Mr Corballis, whose best-known work was Forty Five Years’ Sport, was
a keen sportsman and resident of Moniak Castle on the River Beauly.
His intention was to invite a selection of notable casters from across
the Highland region to take part in a competition to be held from an
anchored boat on the River Ness. There would be no switching of the
line involved and the cast would simply be executed straight downstream
alongside a measuring board, which had been specially constructed for
the event. Using a 21ft rod, Grant’s main competitor took his turn from
the suspended boat and with a colossal effort, roll cast the great distance
of 56 yards. One by one, each remaining competitor took his turn until
finally Grant was rowed out to the suspended casting platform. With
his trusty bonnet turned back to front (his trademark), he stripped the
entire fly line from his reel and made the first of his allocated casts with
his 21ft ‘Grant’s Vibration’. It would be fair to say that not only did he
win, but he blew the competition clean out the water. His longest cast
was officially registered at a staggering 65 yards and was his longest ever
recorded cast. What makes his achievement that day on the River Ness
so unbelievable was he lifted the entire 65 yards clear from the water and
returned it onto the dangle without shooting a single inch of fly line on
the forward delivery – pure genius!
Such was the increasing interest in Grant as a caster and his revolutionary Vibration rods, the following year he was invited to London
to demonstrate on the River Thames in front of a selected audience of
angling journalists. The setting was Kingston-on-Thames and the audience included Mr Crawshay and Mr Wilson from the “Rod and Gun” and
the angling editors of the “Land and Water” and “The Field”. The night
before the exhibition, Grant attended a pre-arranged appointment with
a selected panel of these journalists, for what was basically an interrogation about the casting qualities of his new rods. He asked the distinguished panel “What has been the longest recorded cast ever made?” Mr
R.B Marston replied “Forty nine yards and one foot.” (The record held
by the then world record holder John Enright from Castle Connell and
was overhead in style) Grant suggested for a rod to cast that length in a
practical fishing situation, should have a lifting power of twenty yards
or more on grass. Mr Marston then said “Do you mean to say you can
lift and throw 70 yards of line? Grant replied “ I mean to say that, if I
can cast practically 49 yards 1ft, I shall certainly lift and throw 20 yards
more”. The following morning the challenge was set. After a brief warmup, the line was laid out on the grass and lifted into the backcast. Without shooting any line on the forward delivery, when the end of the line
touched the grass again, it was 74 yards away from where Grant stood.
He asked if an official would walk to the end of the line to find how taut
it was. The official duly obliged and on pulling the line, found there to
be only six inches of slack line!
John Enright witnessed this amazing spectacle and Grant’s subsequent demonstrations over the three days. The next time they met was
three years later at a casting tournament in London. On asking Enright
why he was not competing in the event, he informed Grant that he had
not cast competitively since witnessing his demonstrations at Kingstonon-Thames. He further asked if he could come to Scotland to learn more
about Grant’s methods and also if he could be an agent for selling the
‘Vibration’ rods. Unfortunately Enright was never able to make the journey north to Inverness as very soon after their meeting, the big powerful
Irishman succumbed to a fatal illness and died shortly there after.
In the early 1900s, Grant sold the patent rights to the ‘Vibration’ rods to
Charles Playfair of Playfairs of Aberdeen for an undisclosed amount, with a
royalty payment for each rod made. During the crafting process, Playfairs
did not utilize the acoustic principles with each individual rod as Grant did.
With the characteristics of greenheart being fairly consistent, the company’s
rod makers simply copied with great accuracy from a master version of each
size of rod. During the first half of the last century, Vibration rods became

the must-have salmon rod, and sales continued to grow steadily until the advent of man-made fibres for fishing rod construction in the early sixties. The
‘Vibration’ rods simply became too heavy and too expensive to make as rod
technology advanced and rods became lighter and cheaper.
From an angling point of view, the underlying principle of Grant’s
fishing techniques was the desire to present the fly through a pool with
the minimum of disturbance to a holding fish. In other words, his intention was to try and keep the distance from his position to the salmon as
great as was possible, hence his desire to cast such distances. To do this,
he used almost exclusively his Grant’s switch cast. A detailed description
of this cast can be found in Jock Scott’s excellent book ‘Fine and Far Off ’
where actual cinematic footage of the great man demonstrating the cast
was used to show its correct execution. It would be fair to say that the
Grant switch cast was the forefather of what modern-day anglers would
recognise as a Single Spey cast, but unlike our modern version, Grant
shot no slack line on the forward delivery. He kept a uniform length of
line through the pool and did not believe in induced taking techniques
like hand-lining. He preferred to utilize the stream to present the fly by
using mending techniques
Another foundation of his fishing technique was the desire to at all
times control the swim speed of the fly through the stream by keeping
the fly line dead straight from his reel to the fly. His intention was to
have the fly under control and fishing as soon as it pitched on the water.
As a result, many fish fell to his fly early on as it swept through the pool.
It’s also worth noting that Grant rarely, if ever, struck into a salmon,
rather allowing the fish to take up the tension in the line to hook itself.
He strongly believed that the fly, when fished on a long line, presented
slower to the fish than a shorter line, resulting in a firmer hook-hold.
In the vast majority of cases, he basically allowed the salmon to hook
themselves. He is reported to have said “The surest-hooked fish, all being equal, is with a long line and none of this nonsense about “Hitting a
fish on the rise!”
He was also very critical about the effectiveness of greased line fishing, believing that a floating line put the fish down. He argued it was alright if only the fly came within the fish’s optical window, but in his own
words “ no fish would like to see a big, black snake floating over its head
as the line would look dark to a fish looking up at it against the light”
Known to his family and friend as simply ‘The Battan’, during the
course of his working lifetime, Alexander Grant was a ploughman, a
draper, a hairdresser, a forester and a tackle maker. During his lifetime
he found fame in two walks of life – music and salmon fishing. His fiddle
making and playing drew high acclaim around Scotland and in addition
to being a top class soloist, he led the Highland Strathspey and Reel Society from its founding in 1903 to his death in 1942.
But his immense contribution to the progression of modern day speycasting is what we must remember him for. This modest Highlander
lived during the greatest era of salmon fishing history and through his
ability as a caster and his innovative tackle making, played a major part
in the development of our sport. Alexander Grant lived the rest of his
life as a farmer at Tomnahurich farm and died at the ripe old age of 85
on 6th of July 1942 at Inverness Royal Infirmary. That day saw the passing of one of the most gifted individuals to ever put two hands on a fly
rod. Living in a world of lighter, faster, stronger, it’s a humbling thought
to think how much this angler achieved during his long and illustrious
fishing career and for my mind, there’s one question begging to be asked
– what distance could he throw with modern tackle!
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